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1. Minutes and Agenda Approval – Bob Auth 
• The president called the meeting to order. 
• The agenda and March meeting minutes were approved with no corrections. 
• There were about 20 people in attendance. 
• Announcements (see agenda + newsletter) 

o Bob suggested having an informal meet&greet at 6:30 p.m. at future meetings, 
especially for the benefit of new members. He will add this on the agenda for next 
month and going forward. 

o Some members of Fire Station 5 (off McRae Road) thanked the public for voting for the 
bond measures, and offered that they are available at the meeting to answer questions, 
and always welcome visitors and are happy to give tours. 

 
2. Assembly Report – Rep. Ernie Hall 
• Session is over in 18 days – Rep. Hall anticipates that the last portion of session will be 

intense, and will have a big impact on the Muni’s funding situation as well. 
• Ernie shared that the Governor has proposed taking $3 billion out of savings to pay down 

some of the pension liability this year. This would be beneficial because paying it down now 
would lessen the growth of the pension liability (paying down some principal to avoid 
interest). No clear word or indication from the legislature what they will do on this, or other 
projects related to the Muni’s priorities. 

• Spenard Road Upgrade: The funding is still unclear – the legislature has not shared their 
leanings on this. The Muni is hopeful that this funding comes through. 

• School Budget: still not clear what will occur, particularly whether they will change the BSA 
(base student allocation) for this year or going forward. The Muni will be liable for some of the 
remaining gap if this is not adequately funded – there are maximums that the Muni can pay in 
if they do pay in, but no requirements if they do not pay in. 
The Municipal school budget is also in deliberation right now – the District is required to 
submit a budget to the Assembly in early March, and the Assembly has 30 days to respond 
and approve it. There were some procedural issues re: approving it in time (setting a 
meeting, providing public notice, etc). The option remaining was to poll the Assembly 
members and to waive certain requirements in order to have a special meeting. The school 
budget was approved because the Assembly did not take official action. However, it will come 
back to the Assembly a second time pending further funding being given by the Legislature. 
Until those numbers are available, however, the total budget stands at $567,604,000 
contribution by state/federal/local government; with grants included, the $743,049,000. With 
other contributions and budget lines, the total is $929,373,000. With increased legislative 
appropriation, this will likely surpass $1 billion. 

• Assembly elections. The election occurred yesterday. Tim Steele apologizes for not 
attending, he is out picking up all of his campaign signs. The election needs to be finally 
decided, but Ernie anticipated seated by 22nd, if not on the 8th, after ballots are counted and 
the election is certified. The new and/or returning members will jump right into working 
through the municipal budget once information from the legislature is received about funding. 
Absentee ballots. There is a proposal to allow out-of-state addresses of absentee voters to 
be made public for campaign purposes. So far this is not the case, but voter address lists are 
available unless you check a box that makes your address confidential.  

• Agenda Item 14(E) on the April 8th Assembly Meeting: Alyeska Pipeline Property 
Assessment – the Muni was holding a sum of funds in escrow that Alyeska felt it had 
overpaid in taxes. The court case was decided in the Muni’s favor, Alyeska will likely appeal 
but if/when the money is available to the Muni, Patrick Flynn has proposed putting it into the 
Muni’s endowment fund. 
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• Comments & Discussion 
o A member asked whether property tax (mill rates) will increase? Ernie noted that the 

legislature is likely to give more money to the school district, and many are regretting 
having put a limit on municipal contributions. It is also complicated because of teacher 
salaries and growth in the number of students in the district, costs continue to go up for 
several reasons. 

o Peggy Auth asked whether the escrow fund from Alyeska is an interest-bearing 
account? Ernie noted that it was not, but that if the Muni had had access to the account 
prior to now, they would have had to pay a fee on it. The Muni endowment fund is an 
interest-bearing account and part of the Muni’s overall investment portfolio. 

o Allen Thornhill asked about the number of administrators employed by the School 
District? Ernie noted that there is a lot of paperwork required by the federal government 
for funding (grant applications) and reporting, so it is difficult to sort through all those 
details, and takes a great deal of staff time. 

 
3. Legislative Report – Rep. Chris Tuck 
• The legislators are currently in Juneau for session. Rep. Tuck called in from Juneau. 
• Floor sessions happening daily, the biggest issues right now are the natural gas pipeline and 

the education omnibus bill. 
• SB138 (Natural Gas Pipeline) is currently in House Resources Committee, will be moving to 

Finance and then to the general floor. 
o Alaska is looking at about 40% ownership of the project, with TransCanada (10% 

overall). The state would be a minority owner. 
o A remaining question is about how much of the natural gas will be retained in Alaska, 

versus being shipped out of state? Being a minority owner of the project would give the 
state limited say over where the gas goes, and that is a concern. 

• The House Finance committee is considering an omnibus bill on education – not sure what 
will happen, but Rep. Tuck expects to see an $85 increase for the next year in the Base 
Student Allocation, and an ongoing $25 million per year (about $100 per student) to the BSA. 
o Chris has a bill to have proper signage for charter schools: public schools have public 

signage on roads, etc. indicating the presence of a school 
o He also supports a bill to increase the BSA for charter schools, including facility costs 

and start-up grants. 
• There is consideration to extend session, particularly for the public initiative process 

(referendum for SB21, legalizing marijuana, minimum wage) – they are intended to be on 
the primary ballot, but may need to be pushed to the general election. The session may be 
extended to give proper review and hearings about the initiatives listed above. 

• April 11th will be a joint session of House and Senate to conduct appointment approvals. 
There is some controversy about an appointment to the Natural Gas Pipeline commission, 
a gentleman from Texas (not from Alaska). 

• Comments and Discussion 
o Bob Auth asked about the status of the Anchorage Legislative Information Office (LIO), 

and the proposal to purchase it? There has been some study into possibly purchasing 
the building, but it is not feasible—the state will continue to lease rather than purchase 
it. Work continues on renovating the office. 

o Tom McGrath asked about the proposal to buy down the $3 billion pension liability? 
Chris answered that he is not sure of the final status, but that the longer the state waits, 
the more that liability will grow – it does seem advantageous to buy it down. The current 
liability has grown considerably in the last year. 
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o Anna Brawley asked about the feasibility of legalizing marijuana and whether the 
legislature has been considering this – she has concerns about implementation? Chris 
noted that it has not been a big focus of the legislature currently, there have been 
hearings about how it might be implemented, and testimony from all sides. He does not 
see that as a major issue on legislators’ minds, given the other issues taking 
precedence this session. However, depending on how the voters act, they will be 
considering the regulatory implications. 
On minimum wage, the legislature has been considering this more closely and may be 
considering legislative action – if a popular initiative passes with the voters, the 
legislature still has the option to “trump” the initiative by passing their own law on the 
same issue. This may be on the table, but no specifics have been determined yet. 

o Another member asked about Medicaid expansion? Chris has not been closely tracking 
this issue currently, but Rep. Andy Josephson has a bill to accept federal funds to 
expand Medicaid as proposed under the Affordable Care Act. 

o Ira Perman asked about the status of the capital budget? Chris did not have specific 
updates on this yet, the Senate is still working through the Capital budget. The House 
has finished and sent the Operating budget over to the Senate for review, but have not 
received the Capital Budget for review. The preliminary numbers are about $1.5 billion, 
but it is not clear at this time.  

 
4. Airport Report – John Johansen 
• See Airport newsletter or check for updates online, www.anchorageairport.com 
• Airport Master Plan: The public review draft plan will be published likely in late May, look for 

it next month! 
• Part 150 Noise Study: There will be a workshop on April 24th, 5:30-7 p.m. at the Spenard 

Rec Center to discuss the findings of the noise study and come up with some solutions. 
• New Concession: there is a new cosmetics kiosk/vending machine at the Airport, selling 

cosmetics and toiletries, similar to the ones such as Best Buy’s kiosk. 
• Kulis Base: the Airport has sold a building at Kulis and leased out a warehouse for an air 

freight company to use for storage. 
• Annual Airport Cleanup Day: Friday, May 2nd – come out to help clean up the airport 

starting at 10 a.m. and enjoy a free barbecue lunch for your efforts! 
• Great Alaskan Aviation Gathering will be held on the first weekend in May, Sat 3rd and Sun 

4th at the FedEx hangar on Postmark Drive. 
• Summer Construction Schedule: will be posted by April 15th, John will give an update on 

construction projects at the next meeting. The projects coming up will impact airlines, but not 
much effect directly on the public. 

• Anchorage won an Air Cargo of Excellence award for their airport operations, beating out 
both FedEx and UPS’s centers of operations elsewhere in the US! 

• Comments and Discussion: 
o Tom McGrath noted that there is generally a cluster of people waiting for cabs, and 

the narrow sidewalk doesn’t allow for effective queuing to wait for cabs. There isn’t 
clear coordination, and in the absence of informal organization, it is confusing and 
frustrating. Tom suggested having a cab station, or having a more formal queue in 
which the cabs can pull up – he gave examples of other cities (Las Vegas, Chicago) 
where the procedure is a lot clearer and people, even those unfamiliar with the 
airport, is easier to understand. John noted that it has been a topic of discussion, 
one consideration is to be fair to the cabs waiting and make sure there is opportunity 
to pick people up. He deferred to one of the cab drivers attending: she shared that it 
is difficult because most people come out of Alaska Airlines, but it difficult because 
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cabs need to pull up but cannot move forward necessarily. She also noted that it is a 
very narrow sidewalk. Cathy Gleason agreed that this is an issue, and that it was 
brought up at the Airport Master Plan meetings as well. John agreed that it is a 
design issue, and not the cab companies’ fault. He has noted this input. 

 
5. Ure Park Update – Bob Auth 

• The standalone proposal to re-zone the park land as PLI-P went before the Planning & 
Zoning Commission on March 3. The Lions Club has withdrawn its proposal to build a new 
club building on the property. 

• There is no other news at this time, and we will report on other developments as they occur. 
 
6. Long House Update – Bob Auth 

• A proposed ordinance to change the zoning designation for “Supportive Housing Facility,” 
to replace “Severely Alcohol Dependent Housing,” is in development. It was scheduled to 
be presented to the Planning & Zoning Committee on March 3, but it has been postponed 
to April 7th. 

• Bob shared that as far as he knows, it was supposed to be heard on April 7th but the 
Planning Department has asked for an extension until April 14th to make further 
amendments to the ordinance. 

• Cathy Gleason (Turnagain) shared that she got an update from Erika McConnell at the 
Muni Planning Department: there are two changes proposed, first to eliminate the “Severely 
Alcohol Dependent Housing” portion of the code and to create the “Supportive Housing 
Facility” portion of code. At this time the Planning Department is not proposing this new 
portion of code be included, so there would be no required conditional use for this type of 
facility. The Supportive Housing Facility portion would have required a conditional use 
permit for more than 26 residents. Turnagain is concerned about the lack of provision for a 
conditional use permit on facilities of this type 

• Comments and Discussion 
o Anna Brawley asked whether group housing, of any kind, needs a conditional use 

permit, beyond these specific designations? Cathy was not sure, but believes that 
there may be requirements for assisted living, but as it stands right now, would 
leave Title 21 without a provision for a required conditional use permit for these 
types of facilities in residential facilities. 

o Bob Auth noted that there could either be further action taken on the part of the 
Muni to add back in Supportive Housing Facility language in code, or that it might be 
the end of it. 

o Tom McGrath asked whether there has been further movement on the Muni creating 
a “road map” for these types of proposals, whether a conditional use permit or some 
mechanism for public input? Ernie stated that this is still being worked on, but it is 
complicated, and there has been various groups’ input on this issue. Cathy agreed 
that it is complicated, and based on what she has heard from Planning is that they 
need more time to work through it. 

o A member noted that there are two separate issues – first, changing the code; and 
second, this specific proposal (the Long House). What is the City’s position on this 
case? Cathy noted that the Muni issued a use determination letter that showed that 
the Long House as proposed is allowed at the property (pending building code and 
permitting approval). 

o Peggy Auth commented that she and Bob have attended Planning & Zoning 
Commission meetings and have heard a lot of troubling stories and testimony about 
Bean’s Café, Brother Francis Shelter and Karluk Manor. She generally supports 
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having these types of facilities but that they tend to get put in certain neighborhoods, 
and there isn’t always accountability or a good relationship with neighbors. 

o Anna commented that we are focusing on non-profit organizations trying to do the 
right thing, but that there are a lot of private motel operators that house the same 
population, and are not always well run or held accountable. 

o Bob proposed that the Council put forward a formal objection to the lack of public 
notice and that there are concerns about not having any existing provisions to 
require a conditional use for large-tenant group housing. 

o Anna moved to vote on a proposal  
Proposed resolution: the Spenard Community Council objects to the lack of public notice and that 
large-tenant group housing should require a conditional use permit. The group briefly discussed 
the specific motion, and focused on the Council’s issues with process and lack of public input in 
that process. 

• Discussion 
o One member commented that this seems very reasonable, and that the public has 

an interest in getting as much information as possible, especially before it’s built, 
rather than having to go back and deal with something that’s already built. He also 
asked whether conditional use permits can be revoked after something is already in 
place? 

o Heidi Heinrich (Fairview) pointed out that they asked that a review process be put 
into the conditional use that requires the organization to come back in a year or so 
to be accountable to the community – she did not know about revocation but that at 
least the organization has to come back and listen to community concerns. 

o Chris Constant (Fairview) noted that these seem to be two different issues: first, the 
Planning & Zoning Commission seems to be changing the law without having 
opportunity for public input. The second is more specifically about the Long House. 
He recommends that the Council keeps these two issues separate but that there is 
merit to both considerations. 

o Bob clarified that the motion at hand does focus on process, and that the motion 
was not intended to make a comment specifically about the Long House. He will 
make sure the resolution is written as such. 

o Jason commented that those with mental health issues, “hard to house” etc. are 
also part of the community, and that Anchorage has housing shortages for many 
populations—the neighborhood can’t just take a “Not In My Back Yard” approach to 
these kinds of proposals, but rather should come up with a solution that works. As 
part of a housing organization, he is concerned about the desire to block these 
proposals rather than working to find a solution. 

o Anna noted that public input is not public veto, and that there is existing case law 
that limits the ability of a community to just shut out a supportive housing project 
from their area. She is also concerned about the issue of housing. 

o Peggy pointed out that Spenard has been concerned about the lack of transparency 
in these proposals: that these organizations have not been forthcoming about their 
proposals, and that they should seek out community input prior to moving forward 
with the project. 

o Jason pointed out that conditional uses are a completely acceptable way to ensure 
community input, and that the councils have that mechanism in order to provide 
feedback – Spenard has long taken the position that new or renewing liquor licenses 
should come before the council with their proposal and that Spenard would like to 
recommend conditions on those uses. This seems similar. 

o Merle Akers (Turnagain) reiterated that the background of Turnagain’s involvement 
was that a group went to Juneau to secure money in Juneau to buy the hotel 
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property, and that it happens to be on the border of two councils but not actually in 
Turnagain. He is concerned that because it’s adjacent to Turnagain but not in that 
council technically, the input process should also involve notifying adjacent property 
owners or those within a certain distance of the proposed project.  

• Vote: all in favor, none opposed. The resolution passed. Bob will prepare the resolution 
and forward it to the Planning Department and present it at the Planning & Zoning 
Commission. 

 
7. Liquor Report – Anna Brawley; Ernie Hall; Chris Constant and Heidi Heinrich, Fairview 

Business Association 
Anna Brawley, “De Facto Liquor Committee” 

• Anna shared that she is working on a map of all the liquor licenses in the city, and 
particularly in Spenard. She will share her findings at the May meeting. 

• She has found that there are 52 within Spenard’s boundaries proper, and 91 licenses within 
a half-mile of Spenard’s boundaries (the general measure of notification that the ABC Board 
recommends to the Muni). Pretty much all of these are retail licenses (bar, restaurant, 
package store) and she will show that on the map. 

• Come back next month to learn more! 
Ernie Hall: Update on Conditional Use Permits 

• Ernie shared that after the conversation in March that Tim Steele shared with him the 
Council’s request to find out the number of liquor licenses without conditional use permits 
(or, conditional uses prior to 1985, meaning they were grandfathered in). 

• Ernie has called a Task Force to look at which licenses do not have conditional uses and to 
figure out, when the liquor license does not have one, how it could be brought into 
compliance. He will have more information at the next meeting – the City Clerk has been 
busy dealing with the election, so it will take a bit more time. 

• Ernie also noted that there are difficulties with trying to implement area-wide restrictions 
because each conditional use permit should be unique to respond to the situation at hand. 
He does support the idea of having stickers on bottles—it indicates clearly whether bottles 
seen out on the streets and trails are from a particular store, and rules out those stores that 
it did not come from. 

• Anna asked whether there are legal considerations with imposing such conditional uses? 
Ernie said he was not sure, but that there may be concern about imposing arbitrary 
restrictions on, for example, a business that has no violations and a business that has had 
several violations on record. The legal department is working on those considerations. He 
also noted that many operators are responsible, and that (for example) in Mountain View, 
there is a problem of chronic inebriates but those problems aren’t necessarily coming from 
Brown Jug, that only has one violation on record. Just focusing on liquor licenses alone is 
not the solution.  

Chris Constant (AKEELA), Heidi Heinrich (Lucky Wishbone) from Fairview Community 
Council and Fairview Business Association 

• Heidi and Chris presented on Fairview’s proposal: they have been dealing with this issue 
for years, and do not want the issue of chronic inebriates to be pushed from one area to 
another – this needs to be a city-wide solution. They have been dealing with this (the 
Business Association and the Council) related to Karluk Manor, Brother Francis etc. 

• The Business Association has gone to Juneau with a proposal, and are looking for other 
neighborhoods’ support. They have been meeting to come up with a plan, and considered 
elements from a plan in 2007: 

o Modeled on a proposal from Green Bay, Wisconsin, a solution to the “public service 
call problem.” For individuals who habitually trespass, get police calls about their 
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behavior, etc., and take a great deal of public safety resources. They are proposing 
having a “no sell” list through the Anchorage Police Department and publish a 
regular list that requires package stores not to sell to these individuals. 

o Because fully cutting off alcohol to an addicted individual is dangerous and could 
cause death, it is inhumane to just cut off supply without having services to help. 
The second half of the proposal is to have wrap-around services for these 
individuals (a few hundred at most). The current money from the alcohol tax is not 
being allocated to treatment – they are proposing $5 million to be specifically 
allocated for outreach, case management, detox facilities, etc. Chris also works for 
AKEELA, which is one of the organizations who provides this support. Even 
Fairbanks has twice the number of detox beds that Anchorage does. 

o Fairview Business Association, Alaska Native Justice Center, et al. are working on 
this issue together to come up with a good solution. 

• Chris and Heidi are asking individuals to contact their legislators to support this proposal, 
and possibly for the Council to pass a resolution in support of this proposal. 

• They reiterated that this is a city problem, but that certain neighborhoods (Fairview, 
Mountain View, Spenard) bear the burden of these individuals. They are not trying to 
criminalize or harm the individuals, but to deal with the public costs of chronic inebriates—
people released from jail, or who are sent to Anchorage because there aren’t services in 
more rural areas. There are social costs to the community, and there needs to be a city-
wide solution because it has just been pushed around from place to place. 

• They are also considering this a demonstration project, with a model that may work in other 
areas (e.g. hub communities). This is a community-led process, with a lot of different 
partners at the table. Chris noted that there is a clause in the language that requires 
working with the community representatives. 

• Chris reiterated the need to talk to legislators about protecting and increasing treatment 
funding—this is an important service that needs to be provided. 

Proposed resolution: Motion to support the proposal of the Fairview Business Association, to 
support the appropriation as presented, and to work as much as possible in coordination with 
Fairview, Mountain View and other areas of the city affected by alcohol issues. 

• Discussion 
o Ira Perman asked whether the program in Green Bay worked, and whether it had 

support? Chris noted that it was very successful and got a lot of support—they were 
focused on about 30 individuals, fewer than in Anchorage, but that service calls 
went down about 91% in a year. They are expecting less dramatic results, but it 
seems to really work, based on Green Bay’s experience. 

• Vote: all in favor, none opposed. The resolution passed. Bob will prepare the resolution 
and send a copy to the Fairview Business Association, Fairview Community Council, and 
Spenard’s representatives and senators as soon as possible. 

 
8. Bylaws Update – Anna Brawley, Jason Bergerson 

• Anna shared briefly that by the Muni’s requirement (AO 2014-3), all Community Councils 
have to update their bylaws by September. Spenard was one of the model councils used to 
draft these new bylaws, so there is a lot that Spenard’s bylaws already includes. 

• Anna worked through Spenard’s existing bylaws, compared it with the new requirement and 
put them side by side for comparison with recommended changes (underlined text on the 
draft copy). Copies were available at the meeting, and online (see link below). The 
document has a concurrent comparison of the existing (left column) and draft (right column) 
bylaws, with notes about what is being changed (if anything).  
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• Members should review these draft bylaws, send thoughts and comments to 
spenardcc@gmail.com in the next month, and the Executive Committee will include those 
at the May meeting. The Council will discuss the proposed changes at the May 7th meeting, 
and hopefully approve the final bylaws to be returned to the Muni for approval. 

• Download the draft bylaws and the details about the ordinance at Spenard’s website: 
http://communitycouncils.org/servlet/content/34.html 
Or go to www.communitycouncils.org and click “Spenard” on the right. 

 
9. Officers’ Report – Bob Auth, Jason Bergerson, Allen Thornhill, Anna Brawley 
As always, check the Spenard CC website for updated copies of the minutes, an archive of past 
agendas and minutes, and other documents like the bylaws or the map of Spenard’s boundaries! 
Feel free to send in photos of Spenard to feature on the website. 

• President: [none]  
• VP / FCC: [none] 
• Secretary: [none] 
• Treasurer: [none] 
 

10. Old + New Business 
Spenard Farmers Market 

• The Spenard Farmers Market starts on Saturday, May 17th! 
 
The meeting was moved to adjourn at 8:50 p.m. 
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